UIC Workshops on Beneficial Electrification of Transportation

June 15 UIC EV Workshop on Transportation Electrification Infrastructure
1:00-3:00 PM on Monday, June 15, 2020
Eventbrite Link | Detailed Program Link

OPENING REMARKS

Terry Travis
Managing Partner, EVNoire - Mobility Intelligence Consulting Group
CO-Founder, EVHybridNoire
Email: terry@evnoire.com
Web: EVNoire.com
Office 888.MOB.ILTY
Direct: 323.645.9500

Terry Travis is an e-mobility intelligence professional focused on equity initiatives with electric, connected, autonomous and shared vehicles. He serves as the managing partner of EVNoire Mobility Intelligence Group - Electric, Connected, Autonomous & Shared Vehicles, and strategist to consulting and collaborating with utility companies, non-profits, government agencies, public health groups, regional and national organizations, developers and auto manufacturers to expand this market share. Terry executes focus groups of multicultural audiences, and engages diverse students exposing them to emerging careers in an alternative fuel/electric vehicle economy. EVNoire offer opportunities for driving Electric, Hybrid and Autonomous vehicles as well as highlighting the financial & public health benefits of driving next-generation, zero emission vehicles.

Terry also serves as the co-founder of EVHybridNoire, the largest network of diverse EV drivers in the country. This multi-cultural organization focuses on e-mobility, environmental equity, providing access for all to next generation vehicles (electric vehicles), expanding charging infrastructure, education, public policy advocacy as well as providing resources and access to underserved and diverse communities around affordable clean and sustainable energy vehicles and platforms. EVHybridNoire’s membership is comprised of diverse EV enthusiasts and those interested in EVs that span coast to coast providing a vehicle for connection, education, and engagement on all things Electric Vehicle.

Most recently Terry has served as a lead organizer of Drive The Future-Series, the largest diverse electric vehicle event in the country.

For more information about the UIC EV Workshops, please contact the organizer, Dr. Elizabeth A. Kócs at ekocs@uic.edu or 708.267.4097.